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ABSTRACT 

We have ca.lculated the one-loop radiative corrections to the muon decay life- 
time in the most general version of the minimal global N = 1 SUSY SU3 x 
SU2 x Ul theory with soft SUSY and R-invariance breaking terms thus giving 
predictions for I&, and 83 given hlz. We also calculate the longitudinal polar- 
ization asymmetry Apol on Z” resonance (q2 = -Mi) in e+e- + c(+c(- and the 
forward-backward asymmetry Am. We study the shifts in these quantities from 
their values in the standard model when the parameters appearing in the SUSY 
theory are motivated by coupling to N = 1 supergravity where the gauge sym- 
metry is broken with a sliding singlet. The shifts are largest (Mu, - 700 MeV’ 
to 1 GeV and 6Apol - .045) for large top quark mass (I@ - 230 GeV ) and 
small gravitino mass (m3j2 s 100 GeV) and M, and Apot are larger than in the 
standard model in this case. The shifts can also be substantial for smaller Mtop 
and Mw and Apol can even be smaller than in the standard model in certain 
cases. These effects can be tested at the SLC and/or the LEPl indirectly via 
a careful comparison of t,he precise Z” mass with the polarization asymmetry 
in e+e- - psp- on Z” resonance and might be visible in the neutrinoanti- 
neutrino on electrons asymmetry RED. 
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I. Introduction 

One of the most important objectives of physics today must be to answer the 

question; what is the effective low-energy gauge theory of electro-weak interac- 

tions? The standard model [I] (GSW) is so successful phenomenologically that 

any successful theory must give at least approximate SU3 X SCJ2 X VI at low 

energies. There are, of course, many possible generalizations; SU3 X SU2 X VI 

with more particles, larger gauge groups such as w.3 X NIL X m2R X VI and 

supersymmetric (SUSY ) extensions. 

In general, these more general theories introduce many new particles which 

must be heavier than - 20 GeV in order to have escaped detection. There 

are then two ways to test these theories; discover the extra particles with new 

accelerators or see the effects of the new particles via radiative corrections to 

low-energy phenomena in experiments of accuracy better than - 1%. It must 

be kept in mind that one cannot really draw positive conclusions (e. g. SUSY is 

right) from comparison of model dependent radiative corrections with experiment 

but rather negative conclusions (e.g. SUSY is wrong). Thus, we view radiative 

corrections as having the capacity to eliminate models from consideration rather 

than to vindicate any particular model. 

We will examine in this paper the effects of radiative corrections of a class of 

global N = 1 SUSY models whose parameters are motivated by considerations 

of N = 1 local SUSY (supergravity) or SUGRA where the gauge symmetry 

is broken by introduction of a ‘sliding singlet’. We will examine the so-called 

‘renormalization group equation’ (RGE) models in a later paper. 

The purpose of this work is clearly to provide a test of the N = 1 SUSY 

standard model at the one-loop level. Any test of the one loop structure of 

electro-weak theories must be free of theoretical uncertainties due to strong in- 

teractions. This suggests that we limit ourselves to purely leptonic processes or 

the measurements of the masses of electro-weak particles themselves or certain 

. asymmetries in which strong interaction effects cancel in the ratio of cross sec- 
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tions. Another criteria must be that the experimental precision must be better 

than - 1%. Both of these criteria eliminate neutrinohadron scattering as a 

precise test of the theory. For example, the ratio of charged to neutral neutrino 

hadron scattering suffers from theoretical uncertainties (21 which are liable to be 

much larger than the one-loop SUSY corrections. Thus, the p parameter, which 

is usually defined in terms of v-hadron scattering may not provide a good test of 

the N = 1 SUSY theory and this is why we have not considered it [3]. Instead 

we have used a renormalization prescription where p = 1 to all orders. We will 

show that deviations from GSW due to the SUSY radiative corrections could be 

detected at the SLC and/or LEPl by a careful comparison of the precise Z” mass 

to the longitudinal polarization asymmetry Apol on Z” resonance (41. 

This paper will be organized as follows. In Section II we will give the N = 1 

SUSY model for minimal SU3 X SU2 X VI . We will also calculate all one-loop 

corrections due to the SUSY part of the model to rp M,, 8; and Apol(e+e- - 

p+p-). The complete one loop standard model predictions for 83 Mw and APO1 

may be found in Tables I, II, III in reference [4]. In Section III, we give motivation 

for the many parameters in the N = I global SUSY model by coupling it to an 

N= 1 local SUSY model which uses a sliding singlet to break gauge symmetry 

[S]. Section IV has the numerical results for the shifts in Mw 83 and Apol due to 

the one-loop effects of SUSY partners. 

II. The Model, Renormalization, Muon Lifetime, Polarization Asymmetry 

2.1 MINIMAL N = 1 SUSY su3 x su2 x Ul 

We consider the N = 1 SUSY version of minimal SU3 X SU2 X Ul with the 

following superfields (we use a* to denote superfields) [S]. 

@P (3) 7 4 (1) 9 

ln (2) = ;; 
( > , qI ,Qn (2) = (f”) ? G (1) 9 Kt (1) 

n (1) 1 
I;’ (2) = ; ( -1 if (2)= $f- 

( 1 0 
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where we have indicated the representation of SU2 and n = 1, 2,3 is a generation 

index. We also implicitly assume NC = 3 colors for quarks (and squarks) and an 

octet of gluons (and gluinos) transforming under SU3colm. This last, however, 

will not be explicitly needed and we will not refer to the details of the strong 

interaction sector further. 

The coupling constants for Szr, and Ul are g2 and g1 respectively and the 

scalar potential is presumed engineered so that this breaks spontaneously to Ul 

with (H) = 21, (H’) = Y’ real and (2,) = (&J = 0. Further, we add the $lfi ’ 

mixing term and soft SUSY and R-invariance breaking terms. 

L eztra = P 
/ 

d2fl E^i f&- f M2 8 4% +f Ml i?i? + C.C. 1 (2) 
as well as SUSY breaking mass terms for the scalars. 

There are then two 4component charged fermions and four 2-component 

neutral fermions (winos,) besides the quarks and leptons. Explicit diagonalization 

of the wino mass matrices (given below) depends on Ml, M2, p and cos @  = 

c/g = v/(v2 + v’ 2)i and is long winded and not particularly interesting and has 

been done numerically. The model also has squarks G, and sleptons e, which we 

take to be approximate mass eigenstates except for the top squarks with weak 

eigensta.tes 06 = (6;) <g+). These have a 2 x 2 mass-squared mixing matrix M; 

diagonalized by a matrix 2’. 

L t mass 
=i$ MFu3 ; Ti$@Tt= t ddag (Mt , Mi”,, (3) 

where T depends on an angle cos Q = ca. Finally we add in the rest of the 

standard model. In the Higgs’ sector the combinations hk = c#* + B~H& and 

hb = & Im{caHu + spHh} are Goldstones and are eaten by the W* and Z. 

Then 

Ml? = $ (w2 + wr2) ; M; = cgz” + gf) @2 + @)/2 (4 

and we have the weak mixing angle cos 0, = cg = M,/Mz. 



For simplicity, we will assume that the combinations hy, h! = Reho, hg = 

Imho, h* are mass eigenstates with 

ho = -soHo -I- caH; 

h* = -ssH& + caH: 

(5) 

We identify hy with the GSW Higgs’. These, of course, are statements about the 

scalar potential. 

2.2 ONE-LOOP MUON LIFETIME 

The one-loop radiative corrections to the muon life-time rc( were first calcu- 

lated by Sirlin [7] in GSW. Following his example we calculate rP in the N = 1 

SUSY SU3 x SU2 X Ul theory above using a renormalization prescription with 

the masses M,, Mz, Ma ( se o scalars), Ml (set of fermions) and the electric t f 

charge aem (0) as renormalized input data. The counter-term sector is used to 

enforce the definition. 

92 . = CO8 8, = cg = MwlMz (6) (9,’ + sp 
and relations (4) to all orders. This is 

v.e.v.‘s. 

possible because only scalar doublets got 

The precise definition of the muon decay constant G is 

X[l-yg][1+;$] 

(7) 

We note that port of the one-loop QED corrections with virtual internal photons 
and the bremstrahlung diagrams have been included in this definition - the ‘tra- 

ditional photonic’ corrections - and we must be careful not to overcount. Then 
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G, = (1.16634f.00002) X 10e5 GeV -2. A comparsion of this definition with 

the oneloop matrix element yields 

G,- sf fi - 8M; ( ’ + *d (8) 

where Ar is a complicated O(crem) function of the input data. Using 92.90 = 

91 C8 = e and eq. (6) we may manipulate this into a relation between the W* 

and Z masses 

(9) 

with Ao = amn J2sG = (37.281GeV)2. Thus if we know MZ and Ar we have one- 

loop predictionbfor Mw and 8:. Ar is the one-loop contribution to rP and is 

the object of our calculation. Because we evaluate oem and r,, at q2 = 0 while 

Mw and MZ are obviously evaluated at high q2 there will be large logs Ar - 

~ern&(M; /Mf ) with Ml a quark or lepton mass. Marciano and Sirlin (71 have 

shown that one sums in rP all terms in higher loop orders Q, N+l hN (M;/M/2) 

by renormalization group equation (RGE) methods by writing the mass relation 

as in (9) where the quantity (1 + At ) has been replace by 

(1 - Ar )-‘. 

We now calculate Ar in the N = 1 SUSY model above. We divide Ar into 

two parts 

Ar= A’GSW + *rsusY (10) 

where ArGw is the result of Sirlin [7] for the standard model and Arm= is 

due to the rest of the model (excluding the GSW contribution). 

We have displayed in Tables II and I of reference [4] the numerical results of 

Sirlin’s formulae for Mw and ai for various values of Mz, Mhlo (Higgs’) and Mt 

(top quark). These are given for reference so that we may study the results of 

_ adding all the extra SUSY partners, extra Higgs’, etc. 
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Explicit formulae for At-sum are given below in terms of the (huge number 
of) free input parameters of the theory. These are (‘di’ for ‘data’) 

{dil = {&WI(O), 7~9 Mz, cp, ML M24, Ml,,, Mjn, Mpj,MhA) (11) 

Here M/n(Mjn) are lepton and quark (slepton and squark) masses for n = 1 , 

2, 3 generations while MEj(j = 1,2,3) and Mh f denote the 3 neutral scalars 

and charged scalar masses. Ml and M2 are gaugino masses from the soft SUSY 

breaking terms and p is the firi’ mixing. To the above parameters must be 

added mixing angles from the squark, slepton and quark mass matrices. All 

parameters are taken to be real for simplicity. Note that the only free parameter 

( since am and rP are known) in tree-level weak processes involving the known 

particles is MZ and variations of Mz within the allowed UA1/2 range 90 GeV 

5 MZ 5 98 GeV affect many processes dramatically [4, 91. In particular, we 

have shown elsewhere that the polarization and forward - backward asymmetries 

APO1 and AFB in e+e- + p+p- on the 2 resonance are very sensitive to small 

changes in MZ and will serve as very precise tests of the standard model [9, 4). 

2.3 RENORMALIZATION OF N =l SUSY SU3 x SU2 x 171 WITH HIGGS' 
DOUBLETSAND Arms 

We now outline the renormalization of the theory where only Higgs’ doublets 

get v.e.v.‘s so that p = a = 1 exactly [lo]. We also calculate Armw , 

the effect of the SUSY partners on muon decay. 

The physical content of electric charge renormalization is the Ward identity 

for the VI hypercharge group 

with ZB the BP (hypercharge) field wave function renormalization and gy(gl) the 

bare (renormalized) Vr coupling constant. 

Equation (12) may be re-written to one loop. 

6, + (24 - 1) IL + ;7fa (0) -qrzA (O)=O 
CdMZ 

(13) 
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after we have used the counter-term sector to force the ZA mixing to vanish and 

the photon (A) residue to one at q2 = 0. Here 

6*2[%*$] (14) 

with gy = 91+h ss = g2+bg2. The A’S are sums of vector boson one-loop self- 
energy 1 PI graphs (no counter-terms) which in the Euclidean metric of tfiooft, 

and Veltman [ll] (q2 = 2 - q& {TV, 7”) = 26,” and Q = i (1 f 75), 75 = 

71727374) are given by 

With (13), g2sg = glcg = e is now the electric charge of the positron. We 
may now force co = M,/Mz with Mw and MZ the physical masses and thus 
determine S- uniquely 

(16) 

Armed with these definitions we have 

*r = *rvac.pol + ATvertices -I- *fhze8 (17) 

b2 
Arvac.pol = - + $7 

92 G 
nww(0) - Re rww 

C2 
*Re =3 

a,,(--&!) _ 

%I AC 
T=(-Mi) _ du(()) 2 1 MZ 

2se 1 
+ a; nZA( 0) + z nww(O) - Re rWW 

(184 

Wb) 

The vertex contribution is gotten by using the counter-term sector so that 

external muon and electron lines are uncorrected; note that we must now correct 

external neutrino lines. With definitions of the muon one-loop IPI self-energy 

parts (no counter-terms) 
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and the 1PI muon-muon neutrino - W vertex part (no counter-terms) 

We have the vertex contribution 

+ similar term for electron-electron neutrino - W vertex. 

The expression Ar is UV and IR finite with quadratic divergences (in dimen- 

sional regularization with d ---) 4) I’( 1 -d/2) cancelling within vector self-energies 
and logarithmic divergences I’(2 - d/2) cancelling among lP1 parts. As a fur- 
ther check on gauge invariance we note that all dependence on wavefunction 

renormalizations Z have cancelled in Ar . We have included all one-loop uertez, 

self-energy and boz diugrums in the culculution of Ar both in rp and the renor- 

malization of the parameters (like crem (0)) entering rcr. Explicit expressions for 

ArGw have been given in the standard model by Sirlin [7]. 

We now give the results for At-mm with Ar = C\rGw + Arm= . With 

the soft SUSY breaking terms and firi’ mixing terms given in ( 2 ) the charged 

win0 mass matrix is 

W+ I;r: 
M2 g2v Sk. 

m+ = [ 1 (224 

g2J P fi- 

where (H) = v,(H’) = v’ are taken to be real as are Ml, M2 and cc. This is 
diagonalized by the matrixes U and V. 

Uagm+a3V~ = diug(m+l, m+2) = m+l (f! = 1,2) (22b) 
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For convenience we define the 4 X 4 matrix 

[ 

-ia2U ia2V 
c=$ u v ; 

I 

c 
1 

0 03 m+ 03 

I 
Cf = diag (-m+2, -m+i, m+i, m+2) 

03 m-f 03 0 

= m+k (k = 1,4) 

The neutral wino mass matrix is 

mg= 

w3 

M2 

B 
0 

MI 

symmetric 

HO 4 
-g2v s2v’ 
-Ljr* 

g1v -91 v 

ZJi 

0 -P 

0 

I 

w3 

B 

HO 

ii’0 

(224 

(224 

(234 

which is diagonalized by N rng NT = diag (rnol, m02, rnw, ti04) = moj; i = 

1,4. With these definitions, the real matrices Ct and NT are returned by the 

standard numerical matrix-diagonalization subroutines such as (NAG) F02AE3F 

or (CERN) EISRSl. 
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Now form some coefficients 

(4x 1): Aj = iNjl-&Njz 

Fi =-$Cjl 

Ci =-gl/g2 Nj2 

(2 x 2) : Xe+m=-Ce6em + N e2 lu u m2 

(2 X 4) : Zek = $2 ve2Nk3 + Ve1NIct 

(4 x 4) : Y$ = & Nj4Nk4 

Zjk = J-C. N +Cj3Nkl JZ 34 k3 

Q. = 
$ cj3ck3 

t, m=l, 2 

j, k =I, 4 

Ej 
=-IN. 91 N. 

z 31-x 32 

Hi =-$Cj3 

X;m=- Cebem + & Ve2Vm2 

Xlk =- 5 Ue2Nle4 + UClNkl 
(24) 

y: = 
Jk & Nj3Nk3 

We assume that the mass eigenstrates in the Higgs’ sector are 

h* = -sB H* + cB Hi 
(254 

ho = -8,9 Ho -I- CD H; 

with hi = Reho and hi = Im ho having, in principle, different masses. Here 

cosfj = CD = v/(v2 + v’~): and we identify the combination 

hy= & Re[c,gHo+saHA] PW 

with the standard-model Higgs’ scalar; thus it doesn’t enter our calculation of 

the SUSY -partner of the theory. The orthogonal combinations to the above 

were the Goldstone bosons and were eaten by the W* and Z. We identify the 
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combinations of coupling constants Xl, X2, X3, X4 and a 2 x 2 matrix T 

8; - C; 
x4= - 

co 
(26) 

where ve = 4s: - 1. The matrix T diagonalizes the (2 X 2) top squark mass 

matrix Mf 

TMfTt = diag( M{ , M;) 
(27) 

We will write expressions where all other squarks and sleptons in n = 1 , 2, 

3 generations are mass eigenstrates but it is a trivial matter to include possible 

mixings there as well. The doublets are 

(28) 

with singlets 6:) dz, 2; (and fig decouples completely). 

The contributions from the eztru particles (SUSY partners plus eztru Higgs’) 

appearing in the N = 1 SUSY version of the theory may then be written down, 

We use N C = 3 the number of squark colors. All form factors used in this section 

are carefully defined in the Appendix. 
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SCJSY 2 

nZA =&q2 288X4&3(h+, h+) - 49eW~ + WJB3(m+e, m+e) 

+ Nc 
[ 
+3B13(&, &) + x4f343(if,, d;) 

- 31B13(ti i y iii) + 4X; $Bl3(iif, ii!) 

- 7 x1&3(& , il) + 4x; z&3& , iz)] 

(294 

rsusY e2 
nA‘4 =4n” -&3@+, h+) + 2B3 b+e, m+e) 

- Nc 
[ 
+13@:, 2;) + ;&3(&z, &) + ;Bl3(&, Gn) 

+ $313(G; ) 6;) 1 
- &3(&z 7 G) - &3(e: , ig) (29b) 

SUSY Tww = $$ {&V$ h++) + &th:> h+) + [2,2, + x&]&4(m+& mOk) 

+ zek XtTk m+e m0k BO(m+C, mOk) + 2NC[B7(Gi 7 di) -I- $&(~I ,23) 

+ @7(t2,23)] + 2&(&z, &) (294 
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SUSY 
Kzz = & {Z$+(h+, h+) + -$&(h!, h$) + [qi2 + $i2]&4(moj, mok) 

+ yj~yk~mOjmOk~(mOj~ m0k) -f- fhl+kz + X$1 &4 (m+e, “Ok) 

The contribution to vertices and boxes are evaluated at q2 = 0. We assume 

P- e unioersulity and so have 

Arm’? s22 

vert:cea =s 
-F’&(& , m+j) -A!B4(Vl, moj) - HfB4(Vl, m+j) 

- Ej” B4(il , moj) +  4Aj Ej C,O,(moj, il , fill - @ ‘Hj C&(m+j, h 9 211) 

+ 4 &FjTjk EkC,O,(V, , m()k, m+j) - 4 diAj Zjk Hk 

X @4@1 y m+k, moj) (+O 1 

The boxes are also evaluated at q2 = 0 and give 

(31) 
+ AT Hi 0% (moj, 
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In the above we have used m+e = m+l, m+2 and m+k = -m+2, -m+l, m+l, 

m+2. Repeated indices are summed over the ranges 

i, t = 1,2 

j,k= 1,4 

?a= 1,3 

We then form the total correction to muon decay. 

*rsusY = Ar~c~l + ArEEea + ArEF 

2.4 POLARIZATION ASSYMMETRY e+eiOl --'p+p- 

The Z” mass will be measured to great accuracy in the near future [12, 131. 
Unfortunately, the W* mass will not, so that the shifts 6Mw computed in the 

previous part of this section will probably be of academic interest until W’s can 
be produced in pairs. Other calculations of oneloop effects in N = 1 SUSY 
[3, 121 concentrate on corrections to the p parameter or v-hadron scattering and 

properly conclude that the corrections are not observable in these processes in 

the near future. Fortunately, the longitudinal polarization asymmetry Apor in 

e+ep01 
- + p+p- will be measured to &.Ol or better at the SLC [13] (or in the 

r- polarization in e+e- + r+r- at LEP and/or the SLC) and so a test of the 

model, and in particular the corrections from the SUSY part is forthcoming. APO1 

is defined for left-handed (eL) and right-handed (eR) polarized electrons as 

CL = $j (e+eL + p+p-) (324 

da 
OR =ai e eR t+- -+ P+P-) 

102” d$ I”, dcos+L - uR) 
Ap01(q27 ‘) = /o”” dq+ I”, dcose(uR + UL) 

VW 

(324 

This will be measured at the Z0 resonance (q2 = -Mj) where statistics are 

good. The radiative corrections to APO1 in the standard model were calculated in 
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a previous paper [4] and the one-loop GSW results are presented in Table III of 

reference [4]. We will now calculate the one-loop deviations from the results of 

Table III ref. [4] due to the N = 1 SUSY SU3 X 55 X VI theory given above. 

We define the shift from GSW as (91. 

qz? = Apoh2 = -M:, 1) IN=I SUSY -Apodq2 = -M.% l)lcsw (33) 

There will be three sources of radiative corrections in Apol(q2 = -Mz) Hav- 

ing eliminated M,,, in favor of rc( as an input parameter, we have ApOl as a 

function of the data (11). At tree level (on 2’ resonance) 

tree Apo1=$ 
6 

(34 

with 60 = 4 i$ -1 evaluated using 2; in the N = 1 global SUSY model calculated 

in the previous subsection. Thus, there are shifts in APO1 due to the shifts in $ 

C5Af1) PO1 = ~p0&svsY (354 

-64 s; cg 
xPol = (1 + $2 (3W 

where se2 may be evaluated in Xpoi using the treelevel data (which depends only 

on Mz). 

The second source of shift due to radiative corrections in Apot is from the 

2 -A mixing graphs in the asymmetry itself. 

when the last two terms come from the counter-term in 2 -A mixing. 
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The third source of radiative corrections is from corrections to the e - 2 

vertices. This gives 

with the r* defined 

bAt3’ pol = (2sty ‘)2& (frZ-f;-Z) 

below. Putting this all together yields 

$F = ~pol&mY + wi7JsY 1 

(354 

(364 

+ P nZZ 

ST-JSY (-Mi) + (I- %$)sg (Fe-Z --F;-z) 

M; ce 1 
Note that we have used the fact that 

*EW (0) = 0 (364 

in Abmw . The shift in the asymmetry 6Apol may be re-written 

SAP01 = Xpol Re - nZZ 
sum (-Mj) + ,gw (0) + (1 - 2s;) TE= (-M;) 

2 
MZ M4, sece 2 

MZ 

where the one-loop 1 PI corrections to the electron-Z0 vertex which enters into 

the calculation of the asymmetry of itself is defined as (no counter-terms) 

which after inclusion of the e - Z vertex counter-term gives 

-eZ 
I-* =q--z 

+ 1 A 

z 2 8 
+ 2Mq?c~ p2=-Jq > 

t w 

(374 
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with AZ and Ccl coming from the muon self-energy (see eq. (19)). Note that box 

diagrams in the asymmetry itself do not contribute to Apol on Z” resonance to the 

required accuracy but that box diagrams in muon decay do. A31 box diagrams 

involving exchanges of a Z” and photon have been included in Apol IG~. A 
thorough discussion of eq. (37a) has been given elsewhere [S]. 

Expressions for all one-loop quantities due to the SUSY part of the model 

appearing in &Qol are given earlier in this section except I’* . -eZ These are easily 

computed. 

-eZ 
r- 

- 
q2,-&.2 

(384 

w4 

with the form factors defined carefully in the Appendix. This completes the 

calculation of M,, si and Apol to one loop in the N = 1 SUSY standard model 

presented above. Equation (18b) and (29) to (38) are the main results of this 

section. We will evaluate the shifts in M,, si and t5Apol numerically in Section 

Iv. 
III. N = 1 Local SUSY 

Clearly, the number of free parameters (11) in the N = 1 global SUSY 

SU3 x X5 x VI theory above with the soft SUSY and R-invariance breaking 

terms is much too large; we need some motivation for them. This we take to 

be given by coupling the gauge theory to N = 1 local SUSY (SUGRA )[6]. We 

do t,his not so much because we believe any particular model but rather to get a 

feel for the possible size of the effects of such models on low-energy phenomena. 

We will show that, for at least some models, the radiative corrections calculated 

in the last section give effects which can certainly be seen experimentally in the 

next generation of accelerators (LEPl/SLC) and maybe in neutrino scattering 

experiments in the present generation (CHARM II). 
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The effect of the breaking of IV = 1 local SUSY via the super-Higgs’ mech- 

anism is to induce in the flat space’ limit certain soft global r?! = 1 SUSY and 

R-invariance breaking terms in the effective theory at low energies. We now 

describe briefly what happens in this scenario [14]. In the simplest case, local 

N = 1 supergravity is coupled to a Yang-Mills gauge theory based on the local 

semi-simple gauge group G and one chiral N = 1 scalar superfield 2 = (t, x). 

The generalization to the product of groups SU3 X SU2 X Ul is straight forward. 

2 is to transform as a singlet under G. The coupling of this to N = 1 

SUGRA with vierbein ePa and massless gravitino $J~ (Zcomponents each) and 

to the vector superfield PI = (Vj, X’) as well as the chiral scalar superfield 

$i = (yi, xi) with i an index for G has been given by Cremmer et. al. [l4] and 

depends on the gravitational coupling k2 = 8nG~ with GN Newton’s constant. 

The super-Higgs’ mechanism will cause tiP to eat x thus acquiring a mass m3/2 

and breaking local SUSY . Since tiP transforms under R-parity this also breaks 

R-invariance. The result in the flat space limit k ---) 0 will be certain soft terms 

which break the rigid N = 1 SUSY and R-invariance. The price of this is the 

extra scalar z but it will decouple completely as does $J,, and ePa in the flat 

space k -+ 0 limit from the effective low-energy gauge theory with broken global 

N = 1 SUSY . 

The classical N = 1 SUGRA Lagrangian of Cremmer, et. al. is given as a 

certain function of two arbitrary functions $(z, yi) and f&z, yi) where a, b are 

G indices. In our SU3 X SU2 X VI theory there would be three functions fab. 

In order that the scalar kinetic energy terms be of canonical form , we require 

5, zz* = Glyiv; = -4~~ where the notation $,ZZ+ = a2$/azat* has been 

introduced. The potential for the scalars is then 

v z---e ;a -“(J9&* --3+;9, Yi5ryf)+~(Ref)~,DaDb (394 

with the ‘D-term’ 

Da =,; f gGYi(T’)ij yj w4 
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Ta and gG are the generators and gauge coupling of G. In order that the low- 

energy gauge theory decouple from z in the k --+ 0 limit they choose the Kahler 

potential 

5 = -ik21*12-kk2 yiyf--enpl(g)--np2(yi) 

The function PI(Z) is chosen so as to force V 2 0 everywhere 

; 5,z5,2*-3 2 0 

with the minimum Vo = 0 occurring at the classical values 

2 0 = 

Da=0 

(40) 

(41) 

(424 

kw 

(424 

This last equation is made more transparent by writing 

P2(Yi) = exP (k2h (!d/2m3/2) (434 

so that 

5,yi=-l--ff--[c?hlayi + m3j2y;]=0 
2m3/2 

w4 

with h(yi) the super potential for the global N = 1 theory in the flat space 

limit. The graviton mass m3j2 is the coefficient in the local SUSY theory (with 

e=Jdete,,) 

“312 = e -Go/2 (44 

e-l LiGm = e- ‘J2 JJ,, tY” t+!~v + Xa MabXb + - - - (45) 

where pl is chosen such that 50 = 5(z = Da = 5, yi = 0) # 00 at the 

minimum VO = 0. The standard example is 

PlM = km,,, ($+ l)ezp[-kz(l- &)I (46) 
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but beyond the requirements (41) and that $0 # 03 it is not necessary to specify 

Pi(Z) * 

The gaugino mass MG is gotten from 

Ma* = - f k3e $I2 (Re ,);I (Re j)$ DC Dd - &e 5f2& zd jab/d% 

WI 
1 

--e 
2k3 -g/2$, Yi afabldyi 

and since Da = 0 at the minimum we need the derivatives of fab non-zero there. 

The simplest choice is (jab real gives CP conservation in the pure Yang-Mills 

sector) 

f ab = 6ab erP[g % kz] (48) 

Then the k2 + 0 limit is taken keeping m3/2 and MG fixed. The Lagrangian 

becomes in the x = 0 gauge (of local SUSY ) 

&itJGRA + Ll(e, tip Y 2) + LG (49) 

where L1 describes a theory of a massless graviton, a massive gravitino $J~ (which 

has eaten x) and a massive scalar z whose mass depends on the choice of pl. 

These are completely decoupled from the rest of the theory in the k + 0 limit 

_ f MG i;” Xa + Xi Mij xj + Qi MiaXa 

-V 

Mij ‘2 = -2a h/‘yi’yj 

(504 

( 5w 

W) 
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with h(yi) the superpotential of the global N = 1 theory. The reader will 

recognize LG as the Lagrangian for the global N = 1 SUSY gauge theory with 

gauge-group G and R and SUSY breaking parameters MG and m3/2. 

Note that because of the addition of the SUSY breaking terms rni12 to all 

scalars’ (mass)2 the gauge group G will no longer obviously break spontaneously 

to SU3 X VI at low energies. There are two ways to handle this: 

i) the addition of a ‘sliding singlet’ chiral scalar superfield & with an F-term 

in the super potential h(yi) [S]. 

ii) to regard the theory LG as an effective theory at scales Mpfank or Mz 

(unification) whose parameters di(Mpl) are evaluated at this high scale. 

Then we use the renormalization group equations (RGE) to show that 

the parameters of the theory at low energies di(M,) do indeed break G 

spontaneously at scale - Mw. Usually, this involves a heavy top quark 

PI* 

In this paper, we shall examine the radiative corrections to rl( and Apor in a 

large class of sliding singlet models and show that these effects can be large. The 

radiative corrections in RGE models will be examined in a later paper. 

Perhaps the simplest sliding singlet model is due to Cremmer et. al. [5). 

They introduce a singlet field fi (under SU3 X SU2 X VI). The relevant terms 

in the super potential are 

W=2h fffi& -I- ofi + --- 
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The potential (50b) for the scalars may then be written (we drop the A when 

referring to the scalar components of a superfield) 

V(H, H’, N) =’ 2 ,g2(jH’12 lHl2 - IH. H’12) + (‘,” ; gf)(IH’12 - lH12)2 

2 
+ 

I 
SNH + m3/2Ht 

I I 

2 
+ SN~HI + m3/2H 

I 
(52) 

+ f 1~ + hHH’ + rn3,2 Nt12 + squarks, sleptons 

We are looking for solutions where (qn) = (l,) = 0. The first two terms are 

D terms and from (42) force v = v’ , s,g = CD = 5. We choose (N) real for 

simplicity. Then the 3rd and 4th terms may be re-w&en 

I m3/2 + 2 ( ‘h N)/2[H>H’~+lm3,2-fh(N) 

Thus the theory chooses the value h(N) such that, say, 

m3/2 + kh(N) = 0 (54 

so that the fields L(H + H’) act as Goldstone bosons after spontaneously sym- 
Jz 

metry breaking and become the longitudinal components of the W* and 2 as 

well as the GSW Higgs’. The orthogonal combinations get masses 

M;* = M$ + 4m$2 (554 

M&I = Mj + 4m$2 (5W 

with the mass Mh,o a free parameter. Note that the net effect of the sliding 

singlet fi has been to generate the term ,I!lfi’ with 

P c-m 
312 (56) 

(the sign a matter of convention). Otherwise it decouples completely from the 

rest of the theory to the required accuracy. 
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The squark and slepton mass matrices become 

’ [ 

4/z + M;r tA - 
rnii= 

1)m3/2Mq,e (57) 
tA - 1)m3/2Mq,t! 42 + M;e 1 

with A = 3 a consequence of the type of local SUSY breaking chosen. The free 

parameters in the theory are then 

where of the fermion masses Mfn, only Mt (top quark mass) is unknown if we 

limit ourselves to 3 generations. Since we have identified hy with the GSW Higgs’ 

it doesn’t enter our calculation of Army or sApOl. 

IV. Results 

In this section we present the numerical results of the formulae in section II 

with the sliding singlet model of N = 1 local SUSY considered in section III used 

as motivation for the parameters of the theory. We now briefly summarize the 

program of calculation. 

After elimination of Mw in favor of TV as renormalized input data, the pa- 

rameters of the theory which enter into our one-loop formulae are 

Mz, mq2, Mt, Mhgo, Ml, M2 (59) 

since the values of Q em, rP are known. Clearly, only MZ will enter into tree-level 

predictions of the theory for interactions of the known particles. The one-loop 

predictions for sg, Mw and APO1 in the standard GSW model are given in Tables 

I, II and III of reference [4]. We then have the onaloop shifts due to the SUSY - 

partner part of the,N = 1 global SUSY theory given above. 

SS,2 
2 Table I, ref.4 

= 8 l%J% - s&W = XeArmn (604 

6MlU = &f, lmsy - M,,,lg$ ZIP rej*4 = MZX,ArsUsy (6W 
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where the coefficients 

x* = 
s; c; 

1-2s; 

x ss IceI 
w = 2(2 sf - 1) 

-64 S; c; 
xpO1 = (1 + $2 

(614 

W) 

VW 

with vg = 4s; - 1 and the one-loop formulae for ArSUSy and Absvsy given 
in Section II are to be evaluated using the tree-level expression 

A2 = A! 
1 - LhGw 

e (38.66 GeV)2 VW 

with ~0s~ 2 0. Note that we have included the largest standard model corrections 

(from lepton and quark contributions to vacuum polarization graphs) in AtGw 

in our ‘tree-level’ data. 

The formulae (17) and (36b) for At-sum and Absvsy have been evaluated 

numerically. We find that the results are essentially independent of Mh30 the 

second neutral scalar mass. Thus, the results are displayed as functions of the 

parameters 

map, Mop, Ml, M2 (63) 
only and were evaluated for 

MZ = 94 GeV (64 

The shifts due to SUSY radiative corrections in Mw, sf and ho1 for the precise 

value of MZ within the allowed UA1/2 range QOGeV < Mz 5 98 GeV [16] must 

of course be re-evaluated once this is known. They will change by almost 10% 
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within this range. We display the results for 6s; and 6Mw in Figures 1 to 4 for the 

sliding singlet model of Cremmer et. al. for various values of Ml = M2, m3j2 

and for Mtop = 30, 130 and 230 GeV. All masses are in GeV throughout this 

paper. In order to see clearly the effects of the parameters, we try Ml = M2 

initially in Figures 1 to 9 for simplicity. We will explore the region of parameter 

space Ml # M2 in Figures 10 and 11. In order to avoid fine tuning between 

the F-term and m3i2 SUSY breaking we explore m3j2 5 250 GeV. Further, we 

explore Mtop < 230 GeV so that the top Yukawa coupling remains perturbative. 

Some comments on the Figures are in order here. 

In order that radiative corrections be large, a remnant global SU2 symmetry 

must be broken [4, 10, 8, 91. An example would be a large top-bottom quark or 

squark splitting. This means that 6si, and bMw and SApol will be completely 

insensitive to Mh30 and the effect of this parameter may be neglected. Radiative 

corrections will also be small for very large m3j2 or Ml and M2 because the 

global S~JJ is restored in that limit. Large Mtop will break the global SU2 flavor 

symmetry (t ++ 6) for small m3/2. For small m3/2, Ml and Mt there is a compli- 

cated non-linear interplay of effects from winos, sleptons and squarks in one-loop 

vertices, boxes and self-energies. We note with interest, that for small Ml = M2 

and m3j2 the shift in Mw may be large in magnitude and either positive (larger 

than in GSW, the wrong way for UAL) or negative (smaller than GSW, the right 

way for UAl). 

For large Mt >> MZ and small m312 < MZ (fixed Mi << Mz) the corrections 

are huge. This is because 

(654 

in this region. Note 

quadratic blowup 

that this is the same direction (and magnitude) as the 
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pointed out by Sirlin [7] so that low-energy experiments should be even more 

sensitive to very large Mtop in the SUSY SU.3 x SU2 X Ur model than in the 

standard model. 

The reader may worry that radiative corrections, (or variations in the N = 1 
SUGRA model) will cause deviation from v = v’ and cp = 1. We therefore 

Ji 
include Figure 5 where the shifts for M2 = Ml = -m312 with v # v’ and 

CB = .QQ and C,J = .QQQ are displayed to demonstrate that even large changes in 

v/v’ do not affect our results. 

We now indicate how these effects might be seen experimentally. The Z” 

mass will be measured to great accuracy at LEP and at the SLC [l2] and so this 

is a very good input parameter. We have given precise predictions for Mw and 

si through one-loop in this paper by calculating the known muon decay lifetime. 

Unfortunately, the W+ mass will not be measured with great precision soon and 

thus this prediction is really for future reference. We have, however, succeeded 

in eliminating Mw (and si) as a free parameter of the theory. Note that we 

will then have predictions for the trealevel results of all electro-weak processes 

involving the experimentally known particles once MZ is known. 

A true test of the theory will be given by the polarization and forward - 

backward assymmetries APO1 and Am in e+e- ---) ~1~~1~ on Z” resonance where 

the statistics are very good [13]. We have shown elsewhere that these experiments 

are very sensitive to small changes in the input parameters like MZ (and si) and 

to one-loop corrections (especially for large Mt and MHiag) in the standard 

model [4, 91. This is because APO1 and the forward-backward asymmetry AFB 

are proportional to v8 and vi respectively at tree level where ve = 4s; - 1 and 

sg is close to $. Thus, these experiments will also be very sensitive to the SUSY 

-induced correction &sj of this paper. Of course we really need complete one-loop 

corrections for the asymmetries themselves to make a test of the N = 1 SUSY 

models considered here. The complete one-loop shifts in Vapor due to the SUSY 

- partner part of the N = 1 SUSY model considered above are displayed for 

various values of m312 , Ml = M2, and Mt = 30, 130 and 230 GeV in Figures 

6, 7, 8 and 9. Of course our previous comments about global SU2 breaking apply 
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here as well. The experimental proposal at the SLC (13) indicates that it may 

be possible to measure APO1 to f.01. This standard deviation from Apol has been 

indicated in the Figures. We show in Figures 6 to 9 that deviations in APO2 due 

to the SUSY part of the SU3 X 5772 X VI theory can be much larger than this. 

This is especially true for large Mtop where the radiative corrections in the SUSY 

part go in the 8ume direction as in GSW for large M@. 

In fact, for Mi >> Mz, Mi < Mz we find 

Q 4N,sg2 Mi” 
q)ol”- - ?r (I+ w;)~ M; 

This is to be compared with the result of reference [4] 

GSW - ‘y 4NCs; 
401 

Mt2 
A (I+ w;)~ M; 

(664 

(6W 

Thus, deviations for large Mt from Afoy calculated for Mt = 30GeV should 

be twice as much for SUSY theories as for the standard model. We note that 

the coefficient of quadratic blowup with large M! in (66a) is smaller by a factor 

sgc; - .28 (for si = .22) than that which would be inferred from (36a) and 

(65a) by dropping the corrections to the asymmetry itself (dropping the term 

Abmn ). This illustrates the dangers in relying on the result of partial calcu- 

lations. Note also that of the (dimensionless) parameters ssf, SM,/M,, sApor 

(and even the p parameter) which all blow up quadratically with large Mt, bApol 

blows up by far (factor 2.5) the fastest. It is therefore the best place to look for 

large Mt effects [Q]. 

We explore in Figures 10 and 11 the effect of allowing Ml # M2. Note 

from Figure 10 that it is M2 which can contribute large radiative corrections in 

the wino sector, but for M2 = -55 GeV really only in the exceptional region 

m3,2 m 125 GeV. This may be understood as follows. For tl = V’ = Mw/g2, the 

charged who mass matrix (22a) develops a zero eigenvalue when 

M2 = &/P (67) 
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Since we have p = -m3/2 (56) from the sliding singlet model considered here, 
this means that the photon vacuum polarization rzfl (0) in eq. (29b) will 

develop an infra-red mass singularity as m+l --* 0 which feeds into the one-loop 
corrections SAP01 and 6Mw as 

sApol 
a 64s4c2 M2 

+ - - 
m+1+0 

e2e en+ 
37q 1+ ve)2 m+l 

Q MZs;IceI 6Mw --+ -- 
m+1+0 3~2(2sj - 1) 

(684 

(68b) 

with the light charged wino mass m+l + 0 as M2 + -M$/m3/2. The complete 

one-loop radiative corrections to SApol in this region for various M2 have been 

plotted in Figure 11. Of course, lower bounds to charged wine masses can be set 

phenomenologically from other data, but it is interesting that a lower bound can 

be gotten in principle from SAP01 as well. 

The figures cover a huge range of spectra for SUSY partners. The combi- 

nations of parameters Mt, m312, Ml, M2 and cp displayed in the figures were 
chosen in such a way that the radiative corrections for other values of these pa- 

rameters can be easily estimated from combinations of figures. In particular, if 

Mt = 40 f 10 GeV as may be indicated by CERN data, the small Mt regime 

may be explored by use of the figures when we note that the radiutioe corrections 

change little as Mt changes form 30 to 50 GeK However, if the top quark has 

been discovered at CERN, it should be remembered that our results also apply 

to a dth sequential generation quark doublet or (with a factor $) lepton doublet 

in which the mass matrix breaks global SU2 very badly; e.g. Mv >> MZ >> Me. 

It is interesting. to see what spectrum might be indicated if large radiative 

corrections aApol were observed. We therefore include here in Table I the spectra 

for models 1 to 5 for the points indicated in Figures 6 to 11. Note that it is 

possible to have a SUSY spectrum well above anything observable in the next 

generation of accelerators and still have observable bApol. This means that it is 

possible to set limits (even upper limits) on various parameters appearing in the 
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N= 1 SUSY model we have been studying by a precise measurement of Apol. 

It therefore can serve as a powerful constraint on model building. 

Any substantial improvement over a(,$,,l) = f.O1 by, say, a factor two, 

would obviously be highly desirable. o(Apol) is liable to be limited by systematic 

effects, notably the calibration of the electron polarization, rather than statistics 

since SLC expects roughly 30,000 muon pair events per year [13]. 

Another possible test of these effects could be in the forward-backward or 

charge asymmetry [4, 12, 131 in e+e- + p+p-. This is defined in terms of 0, 

the angle between incoming electron and outgoing muon as 

The one-loop GSW prediction on Z” resonance was calculated in ref. [4] and is 

displayed in Table V there. Deviation 

model above are given by the formula 

GAFB = Am (q2 = -M;, 1) IN=I 
SUSY 

from these results for the N = 1 SUSY 

Since APO1 is itself suppressed by a factor of vg = 4s; - 1, these deviations 

SAFB are liable to be smaller in absolute magnitude than in the polarization 

asymmetry. 

It is also possible that an experiment in neutrineelectron scattering at CERN 

by the CHARM II collaboration might see these effects [lQ]. They claim to be able 

to give an effective measurement of se2 to f.005 via the neutrino anti-neutrino 

on electron asymmetry RE,. Since it involves comparison of purely leptonic 

processes, this asymmetry will be free of strong interaction uncertainties. One 

difficulty, however, is that the ratio of neutrino to anti-neutrino fluxes must 

be known to great accuracy. Nevertheless, we have shown that changes in si 

due to the pure SUSY part of the N = 1 SUSY standard model could also be 
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detected within the standard deviation quoted in Rt, and this has been indicated 

in Figures 1 to 5. Of course we need a complete calculation of all one-loop 

corrections in R& itself in order to make direct comparison with experiment. 

A more detailed comment on why we have considered only purely leptonic 

processes or direct measurements of Mw and Mz as tests of electro-weak theories 

at the one-loop level is in order here. We concentrate on the determination of 

sin2 ew by comparison of charged to neutral neutrino-hadron scattering at low 

q2 by way of illustration 121. 

It has been shown that u scattering on non-isoscalar hadronic targets suffers 

from irreducible theoretical errors - 10% from higher-twist effects within the 

framework of &CD. C. H. Llewelyn-Smith has shown that this can be remedied 

to a great extent by turning to isoscalar targets but there are then other sources 
of theoretical uncertainty to contend with. In the Kobayashi-Maskawa mixing 

matrix (which enters into tree-level charged scattering) uncertainties in ]Vcs] can 

give an uncertainty in si of As;(l) = f.008. Further, uncertainties in ]Udc] 

and ju&j can give an additional AS;(~) = f.004. These might be improved 

with a good measurement of the b lifetime. There are also uncertainities due 

to strong interaction dynamics; notably a chiraly symmetry breaking parameter 

Z which can give AS;(~) 2 f.002 and isospin-breaking one loop electro-weak 

corrections which combined with strong interactions might give AS;(~) s f.002. 

Further, S. Gupta and H. Quinn [17] h ave given arguments why perturbative 

QCD itself may break down for massive quarks at the few percent level due to 

non-perturbative effects - rni/A& which do not fall off as inverse powers of 

q2. These effects might be minimized in totol cross sections. These sources of 

theoretical uncertainty in s$ are small but may add up. The present quoted 

experimental error.in si is from neutrino scattering is f.015 which is quite large 

for our purposes. However, with both theoretical and experimental work, it may 

(or may not) be possible to deal with all of these errors and extract accurate 

information about electro-weak physics from semi-leptonic experiments. These 

arguments might eliminate the p parameter from consideration though unless 

it is re-defined in terms of purely leptonic processes such as u,, + e + u,, + e, 
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DP+~-+DP+~ortrP+e + P, + e. Radiative corrections to the p parameter 

in N = 1 SUSY have appeared in the literature (31. 

On the other hand, the tree-level predictions for r@, M,, si7 and Vapor are 

completely free of strong interactions and Kobayashi-Mashawa angles and so they 

will, in principle, be theoretically clean. There ia a one-loop strong interaction 

uncertainty even for purely leptonic processes associated with the hadronic con- 

tribution to the photon vacuum polarization du(0) see eq. (18b) which appears 

in r,, and Apol via electric charge renormalization. This has been discussed else- 

where. The upshot is an uncertainty (in hrGw) which has been estimated a 

number of ways [ 181. 

6(ArGSW) lhadrons < f moo2 (704 

This will give strong interaction uncertainties. 

s(6Mw) lhadtons < f 36MeV (W 

s($) lhadrons < f -00066 

b(bApol) lhadtona < f -0052 

(704 

(704 

These theoretical uncertainties must be kept in mind when making comparison 

between our results and experiments. It is possible that these uncertainties can 

be improved by a factor of two by using more recent data in e+e- ---* hadrons 

near the p threshold. 

In conclusion, we have calculated the one-loop corrections to the muon- decay 

life-time in the most general version of the minimal N = 1 global SUSY sU3 X 

SU2 X VI model thus giving a prediction for Mw (and si). We then calculated 

the shifts in the longitudinal polarization asymmetry Apol in e+e- ---) P+/.L - on 

Z” resonance. Motivation is given to the parameters of the theory by coupling it 

to N = 1 local SUSY (supergravity) using the super-Higgs’ mechanism to break 

SUSY and R-invariance via the gravitino mass maI and gaugino masses MG 
and a sliding singlet to break the gauge symmetry. We have shown that these 

radiative corrections can be large compared to the quoted experimental error for 
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A,01(q2 = - Mi) and could be detected at the SLC and/or LEP for a large class 

of models of N = 1 SUGRA . 

Note: After this was finished, we received a preprint by K. H. G. Schwarzer [lQ] 
which examines SUSY corrections to Mw as well as to neutrinehadron scattering. 

Acknowledgements: The author would like to thank C. Y. Prescott and SLAC 

for hospitality during the summer of 1984. He would also like to thank R. G. 

Stuart for the use of his computer programs in the numerical evaluation of the 

form factors used in this calculation. 
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Appendix 

We need some form factors from Veltman and Passarino and Consoli [ZO] 

First the two-point functions with arguments e.g., &(q2,ml,m2) 

Bo ; q/B1 ; 4l”B22 + Q/.&B2 = / 
ddk 1; k,; k,kv 
g [kg + rni - k] [(k + q)2 + rni - ic] 

(a.1 

and the combinations 

B3 =B2 + & 

B4 =Bo +Bl 

B13=B3 + $30 

Blr=q2B3 + g rn;Bl- :mqBJ 

I37 =-q2B13 + :(mI - m$(zBl + Bo) 

64 

Explicit expressions for the &, Bl, B2 are 

Bn(q2, ml, m2) 
(-w _ 
n+l 

(a-3) 
x 

[ 
A - i!n(-q2 - ic) - 5 (en(1 

j=l 
- xj) + F(n + 1, xi))] 

for n = 0, I,2 with A = k2 I’(2 - $). The xj are the roots of the equation 

-q2x2 + (q2 + m2 - my)2 + rnf - icy = 0 and the function F(n, x) is given from 

(n+ I) jdxx’%(x-xl) = !!?I( 1 - Xj) + F(n + 1, Xj) (a.4a) 
0 

=--f-l+ l 1 
n+l 

-x-2++++ 
n+2 

(a.4b) 

We will sometimes use a more streamlined notation in which the argument q2 is 

suppressed in the B’s. For example 
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We will also need the &point functions with arguments e.g. C&I’, q; ml, m2, mg) 

Co; 6,, C24 + terms p;qv . . . 

/ 

ddk 1; k, kv = 
3 [k2 + rn: - ic] [(k + p’)2 + rn$ - ic] [(k + p’ + q)2 + rnd - ic] 

(a-6) 
withp=#+q. Th ese need be evaluated only for # 2 = p2 = 0 with q2 # 0 for 

our purposes. Then we find that we can write all of the necessary 3-point form 

factors in terms of CO and I&. 

1 
C24 = 2 1+ Q CO + P Bo(n2, m2, w) 

(4 
+ $0(0, ml, ms) + 6Bo(O, ml, m2) 

with coefficients 

S = (ml - mg)/q2 

~=6+U 

0 = (rnz - mH)/q2 

P =-26--a+1 

Q = -mT(P + 1) - rniy - Sm,2 

To evaluate Co we need the Spence functions 

Sp(x) = - I ,” f 4!n (1 - t) 

as well as the coefficients 

-2 Q = q2/m4 C =a -b+ij2 

a = (m$ - mf)/mf d=b+l 

b = (m$ - rnt)/rnt s = b/G2 

.h=as-1 e=2slj2+c 

f =-ij2s2--,,+d t=;+l 

Now define the roots of the equation (with Re y1 > Re 32) 

-ij2 y2 + ey + f=O 

(4 

(a.9) 

(a.10) 

(a.11) 
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and the combinations (with c > 0 a small real infinitesimal) 

Ul = (1 + 8 - q/y1 u2 = (s - ic)/y1 

U3 = (1+ s + q/y2 u4 = (8 + ic)/y2 

u7 = (a s - k)/h us = (a( 1+ s) - k)/h 

Then 

co = 
1 

i? I{ 
&a(- Q2 - ic) + tn(-yl - ic) 

+ en(-y2 + it) - en(-h - ic) en t 

+ c”,=, (-1Y &dud] 
It is convenient to define 

rlh, m2) = BoF-4 ml, m2) + Bl(07 m1t m2) 

and the W finite form factors 

C6 = 2C24 - f ti(m2, ml) - f rlh3, ml) 

c7 = -l&o - =24 + Bo(q2, m2, ma) 

(a.12) 

(a.13) 

(a.14) 

(a.15u) 

(u.15b) 

The q2 = 0 limits of Co and C24 a,re easily written down with C$ = Co(q2 = 0) 

and C& = C24(q2 = 0) 

Cz(rn1, m2, mg) =(m: - rn$-’ 

x VWJ m2,w) - Bo(O, ml, m3)) 

G4!w, m2, m3) = 4 m$ - m:1-’ 4 

(a.16) 

X k@0(0, m2, m3) - m?Bo(O, ml, m3)) 
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We will use the more streamlined notation e.g. 

We will need to evaluate box diagrams only for muon decay (q2 = 0) since Apol 

is evaluated on Z” resonance. Therefore, we need Cpoint functions only in the 

limit where all external momenta are zero 

$v Di7 = / 
k2 + rn: - ic]-’ [k2 + rn$ - ic]-’ [k2 + ml - ic]-’ 

X [k2 + rni - ic]-‘k,k, 

DzT(rnl, rnz, nag, mq) =a(-: - rnT)-’ 
(a.18) 

X 14 GAm2, m3, m4) - 4 G(ml, m3, m4)) 

The form factors above are well documented in the literature [8, 10, %I]. We 

have however included in this Appendix all formulae necessary for evaluating the 

form factors needed in the calculation of rP a.nd Aor to one-loop in any gauge 

theory. 
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t1 9 t2 

other squarks 

sleptons 

Table I 

Spectra of Models la,belled (1) to (5) in Figs. 6 to 11 

Shifts in si, M,, Apor 

charged winos 97,97 72,263 66,101 5,170 45,125 

neutral winos 

(1) (2) 
180,280 80,180 

50 50 

50,50 50,78 lo,25 15,55 25,55 

107,107 240,268 77,112 110,180 55,135 

-.016 -.006 -.002 .0008 -.020 
.836 307 .112 -.041 1.059 
.036 .015 .OlO -.013 .044 

(3) (4 (5) 
5,55 20,240 205,255 

25 110 25 
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